CHAPTER 1324

problem!

Big problem!

Messiah actually threw it to himself!

Messiah also had his own considerations.

At present, one word side by side king must not expose too many votes.

Especially identity and strength!

It is best not to expose, and leave the unknown to the enemy!

But Terry’s persecution gave them no way!

So Messiah expects Levi Garrison to solve all this by himself!

This matter is of great importance, not only Terry and the others want to know, but also overseas
and threats to Erudia.

This is a good opportunity for them! ..

Even if you know a little bit of clues!

But according to Terry’s persecution, Levi Garrison’s true identity must be forced out.

“Come on! Give me a convincing reason!”

Seeing everyone stunned, Terry roared.

The major powers of the major countries around the world who are watching want to know more
urgently.

They are more anxious than Terry!

Levi Garrison slowly retracted the Yanlong Sword into its scabbard.

“Boom!!!”

Suddenly he raised his head, his eyes gleaming like a thunderstorm.

That’s a look in the eyes of the world!

At this moment, anyone who came into contact with Levi Garrison’s eyes was almost frightened!

This look is terrible!

It’s something everyone has never seen before…

Everyone had a numb scalp and blood flowed back.

Terror!

Horrible!

Even Ray was overwhelmed by this momentum!

This is far beyond oneself!

“Are the others dissatisfied?”

Levi Garrison asked coldly.

“No…nothing”

“We serve! We all serve!”

…

I just followed Terry to ask for a reason, and all was shocked at this moment.

No one objected again!

This is momentum!

Messiah nodded again and again.

Levi Garrison’s handling method was really good, first he used his aura to suppress everyone.

Now there is only one Terry left!

Just convince her!

It’s much easier to deal with this way!

The others were all frightened, which caught Terry off guard.

It stands to reason that as long as someone comes out, everyone will jump out.

It’s just that something is not right, and I was frightened.

She is the only one left…

“You are the only one who refuses to accept Fan War God!”

Levi Garrison looked at her and said.

“You…I just don’t accept it! If you have the ability, you can use your merits and skills, or take off your
mask!”

Terry never backed down.

“Okay, then I will give you an explanation!”

Levi Garrison beckoned: “Come with me!”

Terry followed.

Levi Garrison handed her a book, which recorded the forces and people that Levi Garrison and LEvi’s
Squad had eliminated within one month!

Messiah suddenly reacted, what Levi Garrison showed her.

It is worthy of being the king of the word side by side, this is all prepared in advance.

At this moment, everyone present was short of breath, and couldn’t wait to know what was in the
book.

Overseas forces and countries want more!

It’s just that this is a secret thing, and naturally it won’t appear in the lens.

“Huh! Huh!”

…

Terry panted heavily and read the book of merit.

clothes!

Uppercase service!

The merits in this book of merits alone are enough for him to be crowned king.

But who is under this mask?

Terry is very curious!

But this is not important anymore!

The important thing is that she was convinced!

No matter who he is!

“I served it!!!”

“I apologize!”

Terry could afford to let it go, and took the initiative to admit his mistakes.

“what?”

After hearing this sentence, everyone present changed their faces.

“Fan War God, what did you see?”
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This is what everyone is curious about.

What will be the content that can be conquered by just a glance at a rebellious God of War!

Terry glanced at everyone and said: “Confidentiality!”

From the moment she saw the merit book, she probably knew Messiah’s plan.

“If you want to know, you can go and see if you are not convinced like me!”
Terry said coldly.

Levi Garrison echoed: “Yes, anyone who doesn’t agree with me can come and see!”

Levi Garrison’s sharp and domineering eyes swept across everyone’s face.

There was no one in the audience who dared to object.

Even if I have an idea, I dare not say it.

Scared!

“Things are here! Come if you want to see!”

Levi Garrison suddenly lowered his voice and shouted to everyone.

Everyone looked up at the merit book on the stage from time to time, but no one dared to go up and
read it.

“Okay, here’s a chance for you, put things away!”

Levi Garrison said coldly.

In the end, there was no one to take another look.

Messiah looked at Levi Garrison with more admiration!

Terry’s sudden attack was originally an accident.

But he was saved by Levi Garrison abruptly.

Not only that, but also more confused and deterred the enemy.

Because no one except Terry knows what the merit book is…

In this way, the more mysterious Levi Garrison can be covered!

More confusing!

Terry did so but promoted the effect!

“Then I announce the end of the ceremony of enforcing the king! From now on, the king will take
office side by side! Guard the northern city! Protect Erudia and raise our country!”

In this way, the ceremonial end of the king’s seal.

The word Erudia appeared side by side!

The whole country celebrated in Erudia, but the morale of the overseas countries was greatly
reduced.

For a long time in the future, they will only go to find out who the king is.

The ceremony was over, and the king was gone.

This wants to make those who want to know him plan to fail.

Terry was stopped on the way by Ray.

“What are you going to do? You are a little higher than me in terms of position! I’m not afraid!”

“As far as strength is concerned, I am not afraid! Come if you want to fight!”

Terry stared at Ray.

Ray snorted coldly: “No, I won’t beat women! I’m coming to you for other things!”

“Do you want to know what I saw?”

Terry asked.

Ray shook his head.

He was convinced of the word side by side king.

So what Terry sees, he doesn’t care.

“No, come with me and find an acquaintance!”

“it is good!”

Terry followed.

No one thought that this acquaintance was Levi Garrison.

“Levi Garrison, even Terry feels that I am inferior to you! That’s good, I will give you a statement of
war! As long as you recover that day, I will challenge you! I defeated you for the second time!”

“Fan War God Witness!”

“Next I will do everything possible to restore you to the top!”

Ray couldn’t bear this tone.

He must tell Terry and his like that he is the closest to the existence of a word side by side king!

Not Levi Garrison!

“Forget it, you are not my opponent, there is no point in hitting you!”

Levi Garrison looked indifferent.

“Levi, don’t be too presumptuous, don’t do whatever you want with your disability! Do you really
think you can be my opponent?”

Ray shouted angrily.

Seven killing a few people is even more angry.

However, Terry looked at Levi Garrison with a complicated expression: “Last time I hurriedly said
goodbye, I didn’t say a few words, now we meet in this way!”

“However, I believe you will get better, and I will do my best to help you recover!”

“I still think you are better than Ray!”

